Abstract. When using the arithmetic of location fingerprinting to build up fingerprint spaces, the methodology that scholars used now contains drawbacks, such as the high complexity and low accuracy and other iuess. As a result, Kriging are using frequently. In the traditional style, chosen Kriging index could only be applied to empirical models for small-scaled indoor scenes. Therefore, proposes to use least-square fitting based variogram model to obtain the theoretical model of related parameters for large targeted area environment. Result of this experiment shows that the new method can improve the fitting degree. Supposing the space of samples is 5-25 meters, the interpolation accuracy enhanced by 0.17dB-0.45dB, positioning accuracy positioning accuracy are enhanced by 0.4m-1.47m as well compared with existing techniques.
Introduction
At present, Location Fingerprinting mainly applies to small indoor positioning scenario. But with the advent of new algorithms and new technologies, domestic and foreign scholars began to utilize Location Fingerprinting to the wider location fields, so that there are two main research directions appeared : extending positioning range and improving the positioning accuracy [1] [2] . The establishment of fingerprint space determines the positioning range and positioning accuracy of Location Fingerprinting. Since the interpolation can reduce the number of sampling points, improve the efficiency of fingerprint space building and ensure the positioning accuracy, it becomes one of the research focuses on extending positioning range [3] [4] . The major existing interpolation method to establish fingerprint space is the traditional Kriging [5] , log-propagation path loss model [6] [ 7] and the weighted distance inverse IDW [8] .The former two methods do not consider the relationship of sampling points, ignore the influences of the entire fingerprint spatial sampling points towards the measuring point correlation, resulting in lower interpolation accuracy. Traditional Kriging interpolation method needs Kriging interpolation calculation repeatedly to determine the Variogram model. Therefore, proposing the Kriging interpolation algorithm that is relevant parameters theoretical model based on least squares fitting Variogram to create a fingerprint of space. Without increasing the number of sampling points, this method is to use the principle of least squares fitting Variogram model to calculate the parameters of the model. Experimental results show that the method by improving the fit of the experimental data to improve the positioning accuracy, better positioned for large regional environment. Fig.1 shows the process of location fingerprinting, which is divided into two parts of the fingerprint space building and fingerprint comparing. The most basic task is to establish the fingerprint space. The intervals of sampling points that is grid spacing, determine the algorithm's accuracy. Establishing fingerprint space in a large area environment, the number of positioning fingerprints measurements require a substantial increase, which increase the workload, increasing grid spacing results in lower positioning accuracy. Therefore, the study focuses on the text interpolated reconstruction part, which can solve the problems of high complexity by larger positioning area and low positioning accuracy. Figure 1 .Fingerprint Positioning Process In this paper, reconstruct the sample collection by improved Kriging interpolation algorithm. Improved Kriging interpolation method is improved Variogram that is the core of kriging interpolation method, using least-squares fit of the Variogram distribution curve calculated by actual measured value, to arrive higher fitting degree theory Variogram model expression.Thereby increasing the accuracy of Kriging interpolation method.
.Fingerprint spatial localization model

.Kriging interpolation algorithm
Kriging interpolation algorithm is spatial interpolation methods based on statistical Variogram model development. It is an unbiased, linear estimation method.
Variogram is proposed by describing spatial characteristics of the point to be measured. Its principle is to use the rules of research object changing with position to infer the characteristic value of the point to be measured. The experimental Variogram of the sample can be calculated by the equation is:
Where：h is the separation distance between the two measurement points h N indicates the number of all points with the distance of h .
Kriging interpolation algorithm used the measured data of sample points and Equation (1) 
Where: 
In order to determine the degree level of different fitting methods to fit the experimental variograms . Chosen the goodness of fit to judge model . The equation is:
where : i y  is the value of the use of spherical variogram model fitting, i y is the average of the experimental variogram, i y is the value of experimental variogram.
Implementation and Experimental Results
The experimental site for open space, by field measurements obtained fingerprint information of the experimental area . Specific experimental scenario shown in Fig.2 .
The topic chosen experimental launcher is signal generator,transmit power is15dB, frequency is 800M.Transmitting antenna is Yagi antenna that the power lobe is 90 degrees, reception apparatus is spectrum analyzer, receiving antenna is a dipole antenna.This experiment is selected area of 100 * 100 within the scope.Specific methods is measuring the sampling points with way of grid measurement in area of 100 square meters, interval sampling points is 5 m. Experiments collectes 400 sampling points. To ensure accurate measurements,each point measure five times,and take the average value as the final measurement data of each sampling point. 
Experimental specific content
Application of equation (8) and the obtained experimental variogram values that calculated from the spherical model parameters . To compare two method through the value of goodness of fit, and contrast the least squares fitting of Kriging interpolation with the traditional Kriging method, logarithmic propagation loss model interpolation and IDW,in part of signal strength interpolation error and the positioning error of fingerprint under the same conditions.
.Experimental Analysis And Performance Comparison.
According to the information of fingerprint and grid spacing of the fingerprint space, using equation (9) In summary that shows the performance of improved Kriging is better than the traditional Kriging method.
Experimental comparison of interpolation error is that the test points were selected randomly in the test range and to compared the obtained error result between calculated the interpolation points and the actual value.Specific experiments is randomly selected 25 points that in 400 known measurement points for the point to be measured. Fig.3 shows comparison of error between four kinds of interpolation methods and actual measurement,.When the grid spacing is 5 meters and 25 meters ,improved Kriging compared with other methods the error is at least reduced by 0.17dB -0.45dB. Experiments show that the perfromance of Kriging method base on least square fitting is better than other algorithms. The positioning process is that selected the Parameters K=3 of KNN matching algorithm to position 10 target positinging points which have been selected in fingerprint space that be reconstructed of four kinds of interpolation methods . Fig.4 shows the position error at four kinds of interpolation algorithm in different grid spacing.and In the same data conditions, the position error of fingerprint space be reconstructed by improved Kriging is significantly less than the other methods. The position error respectively is reduced by at least 0.4 meters and 1.47 meters in fingerprint space that grid spacing is reconstructed from 5 meters to 15 meters . Experiment shows that the fingerprint space is established by Kriging interpolation method based on the least squares fitting is better than the other three algorithms in the aspect of positioning. 
Conclusions
The positioning accuracy of fingerprint localization algorithm is dependent on the fingerprint space deeply. The size of fingerprint space determines the scope of application of the location fingerprinting algorithm. This paper take the actual measurement data to analyzed different interpolation algorithms obtained the improved Kriging has great advantages. It is efficient in a wide area positioning environment to establish fingerprint space and can ensure the positioning accuracy, thus expand the Applicable scope of the location fingerprinting algorithm.
